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AMERICANA®

FP410**-220 
/ FP420**-220
Series
Ceiling Fans

Ordering Information
Catalog No. Description

FP410**-220 Short fan assembly

FP420**-220 Long fan assembly

FP1018 Reversible oak/walnut blade set (sold separately)

Short Fan Assembly - FP410**-220
Overall Height (w/o Light Kit) 25˝

Blade Sweep *

Base Diameter 16¾˝

Mounting Diameter (3-hole; centerline) 13˝

Weight: (w/o Light Kit) 32 lbs

Long Fan Assembly - FP420**-220
Overall Height (w/o Light Kit) 39˝

Blade Sweep *

Base Diameter 16¾˝

Mounting Diameter (3-hole; centerline) 13˝

Weight: (w/o Light Kit) 41 lbs

Available Finishes
AB Antique brass
BL Black

INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS:
Requires 3/4˝ plywood wall backing, able to support at least 100 lbs.  Fan base is secured to 3/4˝ plywood backing using 
three 5/16˝ lag bolts.  Ceiling backing to be supplied by owner or contractor.

ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS:
Surface mounted electrical junction box centered in mounting location with a grounded electrical supply line of 220~240 volts 
AC, 50 Hz, 5 amp circuit.

MOTOR SPECS:
FK2100-220 motor is designed for optimal performance with this fan. Reversing switch and 3-speed pull-chain included.  

BLADES:
A variety of 4- and 5-blade sets are available.  5-blade sets are available in palm, bamboo, wood and composite materials.  
4-blade sets are made of wood and require the use of BH20 series blade holders (not included).  4-blade sets will increase 
speed and airflow.  See our catalog or visit www.fanimation.com for blade options.

Note: Fan speeds will vary according to blade set—material, shape and size of blade.  In general, smaller blades 
will turn faster than bigger ones and narrower blades will turn faster than wider ones.

CONTROL OPTIONS:
Optional C1-220, C2-220, C3-220 and C6-220 wall controls and CR4WH-220 remote control (with receiver units ) 
are available—sold separately. Instructions are provided with each control.
LIGHTING OPTIONS:
Optional lighting fitters and light kits are available—see our catalog or visit www.fanimation.com.

LOCATION USAGE:
FP410AB-220/FP420AB-220 are rated for dry locations only. FP410BL-220/FP420BL-220 are rated for dry and damp locations.

*Blade sweep varies depending on blade selection, see chart on page 79




